Abstract. In this paper we study the following problem. Let A be a fixed graph, and let hom(G, A) denote the number of homomorphisms from a graph G to A. Furthermore, let v(G) denote the number of vertices of G, and let G d denote the family of d-regular graphs. The general problem studied in this paper is to determine
Introduction
Let P (G) be a graph parameter specified later which has size roughly c v(G) , where v(G) denotes the number of vertices of a graph G. For instance, the number of spanning trees, number of (perfect) matchings, number of independent sets or the number of homomorphisms into a fixed graph A. It is a general problem in extremal graph theory to study sup P (G) 1/v(G) and inf P (G) It turns out that the answer often (but far from always) involves one of the following three graphs: the complete graph K d+1 , the complete bipartite graph K d,d , and the infinite d-regular tree T d . Here the meaning of the first two cases is clear, and subsequently we will explain what it means that the infinite d-regular tree T d is an extremal graph.
Below we give some examples for all cases. J. Kahn [18] showed that if one considers the number of independent sets I(G), then
In other words, for any d-regular bipartite graph G we have
It turns out one can drop the condition of bipartiteness in J. Kahn's theorem. Y. Zhao [33] used a clever trick to reduce the general case to the bipartite case. He compared G with G × K 2 which is defined as follows: its vertex set is V (G) × {0, 1}, and for u, v ∈ V (G) the vertices (u, i), (v, j) ∈ V (G) × {0, 1} form an edge of G × K 2 if and only if (u, v) ∈ E(G) and i + j = 1. Note that if G is a d-regular graph then G × K 2 is also d-regular, and in addition, it is bipartite too. Later we will introduce the concept of 2-lift and we will see that G × K 2 and G ∪ G are both 2-lifts of G. Theorem 1.1 (Y. Zhao [33] ). For any graph G, we have
Consequently, we have
where the second inequality follows from J. Kahn's result.
It turns out that the number of independent sets is a special instance of a larger class of graph parameters, namely the number of homomorphisms into a fixed graph A. Recall that if G and A are graphs then a map ϕ : V (G) → V (A) is a homomorphism if (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E(A) whenever (u, v) ∈ E(G). Let hom(G, A) denote the number of homomorphisms from the graph G to the graph A. Note that if A ind is an edge with a loop at one of its end vertices then hom(G, A ind ) = I(G), the number of independent sets of G. Indeed, the vertices which maps to the vertex of A ind without loop have to form an independent set in G. Note that if A = K q , then hom(G, A) counts the number of proper colorings of G with q colors.
When A WR = P E. Cohen, W. Perkins and P. Tetali [4] (for simpler proofs see also [3, 29] ) proved that in this case K d+1 is the maximizing graph:
It turns out that K d+1 is sometimes the minimizing graph. For instance, J. Cutler and J. Radcliffe [7] proved that
It is also known (for details see [35] ) that
For many more examples see the recent survey of Y. Zhao [35] and the references therein.
On the other hand, this paper is not about the extremality of K d+1 and K d,d . This paper is about the extremality of the infinite d-regular tree. To enlighten this phenomenon we give two theorems which together gives an interesting theorem about q-colorings of bipartite graphs. The two theorems together show that for q ≥ d + 1 we have
, (1.13) but the infimum is not achieved by a finite graph.
Throughout the whole paper let g(G) denote the girth of a graph G, i. e., the length of the shortest cycle of the graph G.
It turns out that the case when (G i ) is a sequence of d-regular graphs such that g(G i ) → ∞ is a particular case of a Benjamini-Schramm convergent graph sequence, and there is a limit object which is the infinite d-regular tree T d in this case. BenjaminiSchramm convergence will be explained in Section 8.5. The above example motivates the following definition. Definition 1.4. For a graph parameter P (.) let (1.14) and let
(The letter b stands for bipartite.)
In the above definitions it is somewhat inconvenient that we need to take an extra infimum even after liminf. One would like to see simply a limit. Unfortunately, we know that in general there is no limit in such an expression. On the other hand, the author hopes that whenever we can prove an extremal result then we actually have a limit in these definitions.
Note that one can rewrite the definition of "P (T d ) 1/v(T d ) " as follows:
This definition looks simpler, but it hides the real problem, namely that we would like to determine this quantity. Note that the statement
is really a combinatorial statement, it simply means that for any k there is some graph G k such that the girth of G k is at least k and
Now we are ready to give some theorems which will play exemplary roles. 
Later we will extend Theorem 1.5 to a graph class A. The next theorem is also an example for this phenomenon, but it is not a new theorem. In a bit different form it appears in [26] . Theorem 1.6. Let I(G) denote the number of independent sets of a graph G. Then for any d-regular bipartite graph G we have
Recall that I(G) = hom(G, A ind ). Later we will extend Theorem 1.6 to a graph class B. It turns out that for the number of independent sets the value "I(T Let Z(G, q, w) be the following statistical physical version of the Tutte-polynomial (also called dichromatic polynomial):
where k(F ) is the number of components of the subgraph (V (G), F ), and e(F ) = |F | is the number of edges.
The connection with the usual form of the Tutte-polynomial is the following:
We will prove the following theorem about the statistical physical version of the Tuttepolynomial. This theorem also appeared in [27] in a slightly different form. Theorem 1.7. Let Z(G, q, w) be defined as above, and assume that q ≥ 1 and w ≥ 0. Then
In Subsection 8.4 we will give a more explicit form of this theorem.
1.1. Methods. The key tool in this paper is the transformation 2-lift. The definition of a 2-lift is given below.
, and for every (u, v) ∈ E(G), exactly one of the following two pairs are edges of H: ((u, 0), (v, 0)) and ((u, 1), (v, 1)) ∈ E(H), or ((u, 0), (v, 1)) and ((u, 1), (v, 0)) ∈ E(H). If (u, v) / ∈ E(G), then none of ((u, 0), (v, 0)), ((u, 1), (v, 1)), ((u, 0), (v, 1)) and ((u, 1), (v, 0)) are edges in H.
More generally one can define a k-lift (or k-cover) of a graph as follows. The vertex set of a k-lift H is V (H) = V (G) × {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, and if (u, v) ∈ E(G) then we choose a perfect matching between the vertices (u, i) and
There are two notable special cases of a 2-lift. When all edges are of the form ((u, 0), (v, 0)) and ((u, 1), (v, 1)) then we simply get two disjoint copies of the graph G, so it is just G ∪ G. When all edges are of the form ((u, 0), (v, 1)) for some (u, v) ∈ E(G) then we get G × K 2 . It will turn out that these special 2-lifts often play the role of an extremal graph among 2-lifts of a graph.
Recall that for graphs G and A, a map ϕ :
The number of homomorphisms from G to A is denoted by hom(G, A). One can identify the graph A with its adjacency matrix and we get that hom(G, A) is a special case of the following definition valid for any symmetric matrix A, not just 0 − 1 matrices.
where the notation [q] stands for {1, 2, . . . , q}.
So if we identify A with its adjacency matrix we get that Z(G, A) = hom(G, A). On the other hand, the expression Z(G, A) often shows up in statistical physics. Below we list some notable matrices for which we get the so-called partition function of some well-known statistical physical model.
The A q (w) is a matrix of size q × q, in the picture A 4 (w) is depicted.
The expression Z(G, A Is(β) ) is the partition function of the Ising-model. When β > 0 we speak about ferromagnetic regime, and when β < 0 then we speak about antiferromagnetic regime. It is well-known in statistical physics that the model behaves very differently in the two regimes. It will turn out that even in our paper this matters: we will prove that when β > 0 then
for any 2-lift H of G. This result also covered by a result of Ruozzi [26] . For β < 0 we will prove that
The expression Z(G, A ind ) counts the number of independent sets of G. As we remarked, Y. Zhao [33] showed that for any graph G we have
We will show that in fact for any 2-lift H of G we have
In statistical mechanics counting independent sets corresponds to the hard-core model, and Z(G, A ind ) is the partition function of the hard-core model. In general, statistical physicists also introduce a weight function: let i k (G) the number of independent sets of size k, then let
With a slight extension of our definition of Z(G, A) we can cover this case too: let us introduce a weight function ν : [q] → R + and let
In the hard-core model ν(1) = 1 and ν(2) = λ. One might wonder why we did not introduce immediately Z(G, A, ν). There is a good reason: absolutely unnecessary, in most of our theorems the following is true: if the theorem applies for some matrix A, then it is immediately true for the weighted version! See Section 5 for the details.
The expression Z(G, A WR ) is the partition function of the Widom-Rowlinson model. This is the number of colorings with red (color 1), white (color 2) and blue (color 3) such that red and blue vertices cannot be adjacent. In this case, we will prove that
The above discussion motivates the following definition. Definition 1.10. Let A be the family of matrices A for which
for every graph G and its 2-lift H. Let A b be the family of matrices A for which inequality 1.32 holds for every bipartite graph G and its 2-lift H.
Finally, let B be the family of matrices A for which
for every graph G and its 2-lift H.
With some slight abuse of notation we say that a graph A belongs to A (resp. A b or B) if its adjacency matrix belongs to A (resp. A b or B).
So we see two different behaviors so far: for the ferromagnetic Ising-model and the Widom-Rowlinson model the graph G ∪ G is the maximizing 2-lift, in other words, A Is(β) , A WR ∈ A for β > 0. While for the antiferromagnetic Ising-model and the hardcore model the graph G × K 2 is the maximizing graph among the 2-lifts, in other words, A Is(β) , A ind ∈ B for β < 0. In order to understand the difference between these models the following definition will be useful. Definition 1.11. A matrix A is called T P 2 -matrix if every 2 × 2 submatrix (not just principal) of A has a non-negative determinant. In other words, if i < j and r < s then the matrix a ir a is a jr a js has a non-negative determinant, i. e., a ir a js − a is a jr ≥ 0.
A matrix A is called T N 2 -matrix if every 2 × 2 submatrix of A has a non-positive determinant.
We remark that the properties T P 2 and T N 2 heavily depend on the ordering of the rows and columns of the matrix. This is slightly inconvenient. In Theorem 4.2 we will extend these notions in such a way that the obtained concept will not be sensitive to the permutations of rows and columns.
Note that the Ising-model has a T P 2 -matrix for β ≥ 0, and T N 2 -matrix for β ≤ 0, and in general every 2 × 2 matrix is either T P 2 or T N 2 . The Widom-Rowlinson model has a T P 2 matrix. Y. Zhao proved that if A is a loop-threshold graph then Extending Y. Zhao's theorem We will show that
for any loop-threshold graph A and any 2-lift H of G, in other words, loop-threshold graphs are in B.
It is easy to see that loop-threshold graphs have T N 2 adjacency matrices. Surprisingly, there is a similar class for T P 2 -matrices: here the 1's are at around the diagonal or in other words, the 0's are condensing to the bottom-left and the top-right corners. Let us call these graphs thick paths. (If we put a loop to each vertex of a path we get such a graph.) Formally, we can define these graphs very similarly to the loop-threshold graphs: a graph is a thick-path if there exists a real number w i for each vertex i, and an α such that (i, j) ∈ E(G) if and only if |w i − w j | ≤ α. After this introduction the following theorems are not surprising. Theorem 1.12. Let A = (a ij ) be a q × q non-negative symmetric T P 2 -matrix. Let G be a graph, and let H be any 2-lift of G. Then
In other words, every non-negative symmetric T P 2 -matrix is in A. In particular,
In other words, every symmetric non-negative symmetric T N 2 -matrix is in B. In particular,
Note that for a bipartite graph G the graphs G ∪ G and G × K 2 are isomorphic. This implies that B ⊆ A b . In particular, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1.14. Let A = (a ij ) be a q × q non-negative symmetric T N 2 -matrix. Let G be a bipartite graph, and let H be any 2-lift of G. Then
So in case of a bipartite graph G the T P 2 and T N 2 -matrices produce the same inequality
in spite of the fact that the general inequality (i. e. for a non-bipartite graph G) between Z(G ∪ G, A) and Z(G × K 2 , A) is reversed.
We remark that Theorems 1.12 and 1.13 are not the strongest theorems one can say. In fact, the main theorem of this paper is Theorem 4.2 which we will discuss in Section 4. The reason why we do not discuss this theorem here is that it is quite technical, one needs some preparation even to phrase it.
Finally, for a positive integer q, and the matrix A q (w) we have
the statistical physical version of the Tutte-polynomial. This is also the partition function of the Potts-model. Unfortunately, it is neither T P 2 -matrix, nor T N 2 . In spite of this, we will show that even without assuming the integrality of q we have the following result. This result also appeared in Ruozzi's work [27] in a more general form. He proved the same result for any k-lift. We will give a brief account of the work of Ruozzi in Section 6. Theorem 1.15. Let G be a graph, and let H be any 2-lift of G. Then for any q ≥ 1 and w ≥ 0 we have
1.2. Back to extremal graph theory. We have seen that J. Kahn proved that for any d-regular bipartite graph G on n vertices one has
and he conjectured that one can drop the condition of bipartiteness. This turned out to be indeed true: Y. Zhao showed that 
An alternative proof of this fact can be found in [22] , this proof also works for a nonnegative matrix A.
This prompted Y. Zhao [34] to study that for which graphs A one can say that
For all these graphs (or matrices) A, the function Z(G, A)
These graphs were further studied by Sernau [29] . In this sense, the extension for arbitrary 2-lift and the counterpart for G ∪ G instead of G × K 2 seems to be useless. Surprisingly this is not the case, because another method in extremal graph theory was developed for giving lower bounds on the quantity Z(G, A)
1/v(G) . The idea very briefly is the following: assume that for any 2-lift H of G we have
A key observation made by Linial [20] is that for any graph G one can construct a sequence of graphs G = G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , . . . such that G i+1 is a 2-lift of G i , and the girth g(G i ) tend to infinity. This observation can be combined with the above inequality as in [5] . This way we get two things
and the sequence g(G i ) tends to infinity. When the graph G is d-regular then all (G i ) are d-regular too, and if G is bipartite then so all G i . (In other words, the constructed sequence (G i ) is Benjamini-Schramm convergent to the infinite d-regular tree in case of a d-regular graph G. In general, (G i ) converges to a distribution on the rooted universal cover trees of G.) In particular,
Let us summarize it as a theorem: 
then for any d-regular graph G we have
If for any bipartite graph G and its 2-lift H we have
then for any d-regular bipartite graph G we have
If it were true that
( 1.56) exists and we can compute it then we would get a general lower bound for Z(G, A)
1/v(G) . Interestingly, this is a well-studied problem, especially in locally tree-like graphs, exactly the case we need. For instance, it is known that the limit exists and it is computed for A Is(β) if β > 0, or β < 0 and G i 's are bipartite, or for A ind again when G i 's are bipartite. For these models these are exactly the cases when we were able to prove an inequality of type Z(G, A)
. In Section 8 we will return to this problem, where we gather a few known results. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the number of independent sets and matchings of 2-lifts, in particular we prove Theorem 1.6. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.12 and Theorem 1.13. In Section 4 we give an extension of these theorems. In Section 5 we extend our results to vertex-weighted partition functions. In Section 6 we prove Theorem 1.15 and we also give an account to Ruozzi's work. In Section 7 we elaborate how our work is related to some known ideas, most notably to the work of Y. Zhao and L. Sernau. In Section 8 we summarize some known results on the limit values of the sequence (Z(
and combine it with our results. In Section 9 we finish the paper with some remarks and open problems.
Warm-up: independent sets and matchings
In this section we consider the case A = A ind , i. e., we are counting independent sets. This section is completely elementary. Theorem 2.1. Let G be a graph, and let H be a 2-lift of G. Then
where i k (.) denotes the number of independent sets of size k.
Remark 2.2. This statement gives a generalization of Yufei Zhao's result, namely
On the other hand, if G is bipartite then G × K 2 = G ∪ G in which case it gives that
Proof. Let I be any independent set of a 2-lift of G. Let us consider the projection of I to G, then it will consist of vertices and "double-vertices" (i.e, when two vertices map to the same vertex). Let R be the set of these configurations. Then
where φ H and φ G×K 2 are the projections from H and G × K 2 to G. Note that
where k(R) is the number of connected components of R different from a double-vertex. Indeed, in each component we can lift the vertices such a way that the image belongs to exactly one bipartite class. The projection of a double-vertex must be a connected component on its own. On the other hand,
since in each component if we know the inverse image of one vertex then we immediately know the inverse images of all other vertices. Clearly, there is no equality in general. Hence
and consequently,
Proof of Theorem 1.6. This immediately follows from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 1.16.
The following theorem is not in the scope of this paper, but we mention it for two reasons. Its proof is practically the same as the above proof as we will see. This theorem generalizes the well-known fact that (2.10) and in case of bipartite graphs we have
for any 2-lift H which was proved in [5] . Theorem 2.3. Let G be a graph, and let H be a 2-lift of G. Then
where m k (.) denotes the number of matchings of size k.
Proof. Let M be any matching of a 2-lift of G. Let us consider the projection of M to G, then it will consist of paths, cycles and "double-edges" (i.e, when two edges project to the same edge). Let R be the set of these configurations. Then
where k(R) is the number of paths and cycles of R. Indeed, in each path or cycle we can lift the edges in two different ways. The projection of a double-edge is naturally unique. On the other hand,
since in each path or cycle if we know the inverse image of one edge then we immediately know the inverse images of all other edges. Clearly, there is no equality for cycles in general. Hence
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.12 and 1.13.
In this section we prove Theorems 1.12 and 1.13. We will need the following lemma. 
where σ = (σ u ) u∈V (G) . On the other hand, if for all edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(G) we assume that det(A(e)) ≤ 0 then 
Let G F be the graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set F . Let O(G F ) be the set of vertices which have odd degree in the graph. Then
Remark 3.2. If c 2 (e) ≤ 0 for all e ∈ E(G), but G is bipartite then observe that the graph G F has even number of edges as it is a bipartite Eulerian graph. Hence (u,v)∈F c 2 (e) ≥ 0 for all such graphs, hence the function is again maximized when (s u,v ) (u,v)∈E(G) = 1, and at the same time at −1.
Proof of Theorem 1.12 and Theorem 1.13. Before we start proving the theorem it is worth introducing a few notations. If H is a fixed 2-lift of G then let
denote the equivalence class of maps ϕ for which the set system {ϕ((u, 0)), ϕ((u, 1))} for all u ∈ V (G) is the same. Furthermore, for e = (u, v)
In other words, f e,ϕ (x) is the function belonging to the matrix A e,ϕ = a t 1 ,s 1 a t 1 ,s 2 a t 2 ,s 1 a t 2 ,s 2 in the lemma. Clearly, f e,ϕ (x) depends only on [ϕ] so we will write f e,[ϕ] (x) instead of it.
With these notations we have
Note that the term
only depends on [ϕ], but it does not depend on the 2-lift H we consider. So we can denote it by w([ϕ]). Then
Clearly, we have w([ϕ]) ≥ 0. By the lemma we know that
is maximized at (s u,v ) = 1 if det(A e,ϕ ) ≥ 0 for all e. This means that Z(H, A) is maximized when H = G ∪ G. On the other hand, if det(A e,ϕ ) ≤ 0 for all e then the above function is maximized at (s u,v ) = −1 which means that Z(H, A) is maximized when H = G × K 2 .
More general setting
In this section we will frequently use the following definition. Definition 4.1. A matrix-decorated graph is a graph G together with a symmetric matrix A e of size q × q assigned to every edge e. We will denote a decorated matrix by (G|A e ).
The homomorphism function of a decorated graph (G|A e ) is defined as
The point of this definition is that instead of considering a 2-lift H of a graph G, and its homomorphisms into a matrix A, we will consider the decoration of G with two matrices introduced later, A = and A × , such that h(G|A e ) = Z(H, A). Indeed, let A = be the following matrix of size q 2 ×q 2 : its rows and columns are denoted by the ordered pairs (i, j), where i, j ∈ [q], and
In other words, A = is simply the tensor product A ⊗ A. Let A × be the following matrix of size q 2 × q 2 : its rows and columns are again denoted by the ordered pairs (i, j), where i, j ∈ [q], and
where A e is A = or A × according to the above rule. Next let us introduce the matrices E and D:
Let us write E and D as block matrices with the convention that the first q rows and columns correspond to the elements (i, i), where i ∈ [q], the next q 2 rows and columns correspond to the elements (i, j), where i < j, i, j ∈ [q], and the last q 2 rows and columns correspond to the elements (j, i), where i < j, i, j ∈ [q]. Then
Having these notations we are able to phrase the main theorem of this paper. with entries ±1 in the diagonal such that S 1 D 1 S 1 has only non-negative (nonpositive) entries. One direction is trivial: the restriction of S to the corresponding rows and columns implies the existence of S 1 . The other direction follows from the following argument. Let c(i, j) = 1 if i < j, and c(i, j) = −1 if i > j. Let us define the diagonal matrix S as follows:
h(G|A e (e ∈ E(G) \ e 1 ), A e 1 ) = βh(G|A e (e ∈ E(G) \ e 1 ), B e 1 ) + γh(G|A e (e ∈ E(G) \ e 1 ), C e 1 ). Note that
Using these equations and the linearity of the function h(G|A e ) = Z(H, A) with A e = A = or A × , we get that h(G|A e ) is a sum of similar expression such that each A e is D or E. By the above lemma the contribution of those h's for which G D is not Eulerian is 0. The next lemma will immediately imply Theorem 4.2. Proof. (a) For an x ∈ R let x + = max(x, 0), and
Note that S determines a bipartation of the q 2 pairs, namely let (i, j) ∈ A if s (i,j),(i,j) = 1, and let (i, j) ∈ B if s (i,j),(i,j) = −1. Since SDS is a non-negative matrix then we can arrange the rows and columns of D such a way that first few columns and rows correspond to the elements of A, and the last columns and rows correspond to the elements of B. Then we can write K and L into the form
One crucial observation is the following: if the edges which are decorated by −L does not form a cut of G D then h(G|A e ) = 0. Indeed, if for someφ the contribution is not 0 then two elements of A (or B) should be connected by an edge with matrix E or K, and two element from different classes should be connected by an edge with matrix E or −L. This means that the edges equipped with the matrix −L form a cut of the graph
The second observation is the following: a cut of an Eulerian graph (namely G D ) has to contain an even number of edges, this means that we can delete the minus signs in front of −L. Now we see that h(G|A e ) has to be non-negative since E, K, L are non-negative matrices. (E − D). So if we expand both function into 2 e(G) terms then Z(G ∪ G, A) will contain only h(G|A e = D or E) with positive coefficients, while Z(H, A) may contain the same terms with negative coefficients. By part (a) of Lemma 4.6 the terms h(G|A e = D or E) are non-negative hence 
Vertex weighted partition functions
In this section we prove the following result. 
Proof. First let us assume that ν : [q] → Z + . Let us define the following block matrix: replace the element a ij with a block of size ν(i) × ν(j) whose each element is a ij . Let A ν be the obtained matrix, this is a matrix of size Q = q i=1 ν(i). It is easy to see that Z(G, A, ν) = Z(G, A ν ) for every graph G. If we create the matrices
1 from A ν then we see that D ν again satisfies the condition of part (a) or part (b) if D satisfies it. Simply in S we need to change a ±1 at place (i, j) to ν(i)ν(j) pieces of ±1's. Hence in part (a) we have
And in part (b) we have
Next let as assume that ν : [q] → Q + . Then let us choose an R for which
for every graph G and we are done since we know that for Rν the statement is true. Finally, for any ν : [q] → R + we get the statement by continuity.
Tutte-polynomial
In this section we prove Theorem 1.15 which directly implies Theorem 1.7. The theorem is based on the FKG-inequality for the random cluster model. In the random cluster model we have a fixed graph G and we choose a random subset F of the edge set with probability proportional to q k(F ) w |F | , i. e., we have
Clearly, the probability of the event that a fixed edge e is not in the chosen set F is
where G − e is the graph obtained by deleting the edge e from G. On the other hand, the probability that e is in the random set F is (6.3) P(e ∈ F ) = wZ(G/e, q, w) Z(G, q, w) ,
where G/e is the graph which we get if we contract the edge e. (Note that it is worth working with multigraphs, i. e., we allow multiple edges and loops too.)
Note that there is a natural partial ordering on the subsets of F , namely
We say that a function f on the subset of the edges is monotone increasing if f (F ′ ) ≤ f (F ) whenever F ′ < F , and monotone decreasing if f (F ′ ) ≥ f (F ) whenever F ′ < F . It turns out that when q ≥ 1 and w ≥ 0 then the random cluster model satisfies the FKG lattice condition and consequently it implies that
for all monotone increasing functions. For details see Theorem 4.11 and Theorem 8.7 of [16] . We only need the special case when f = 1 e and g = 1 f , the indicator functions of the events that e or f is in the random subset F , these are clearly monotone increasing functions. In this case we get that (6.5)
P(e ∈ F )P(f ∈ F ) ≤ P(e, f ∈ F ), which implies that
and also the inequality
If we apply this last inequality for some graph H and we write it back to the function Z(H, q, w) we get that
Clearly, if H = G ∪ G and e and f are in different copies of G then we have equality in the above inequality.
Proof of Theorem 1.15. In this proof it will be more convenient to let G be a multigraph. Note that we have (6.9) Z(G, q, w) = wZ(G/e, q, w) + Z(G − e, q, w)
since we can decompose the sets F according to the cases whether F contains e or not. Now we prove the statement by induction on the number of edges. For the empty graph the statement is clearly true. Let e be an edge of G, let f be the corresponding edge in another copy of G, and with a slight abuse of notation let e and f be the corresponding edges in another 2-lift H of G. Then
and similarly, Z(H, q, w) = Z(H − {e, f }, q, w) + wZ((H − e)/f, q, w)+ (6.12)
By induction we have (6.14)
Observe that H/{e, f } is 2-lift of G/e so by induction we have
Finally,
Here the inequality comes from the FKG-inequality for the random-cluster model, see inequality 6.8. This means that
6.1. Ruozzi's ideas. In this section we give a very brief account into the work of N. Ruozzi [26, 27] . Ruozzi investigated a slightly more general setup, the so-called graphical model.
Let f : {0, 1} n → R ≥0 be a non-negative function. We say that f factors with respect to a hypergraph G = (V, H), where H ⊆ 2 V if there exist potential functions
where x α is the subvector of the vector indexed by the set α. Finally, let
For instance, if φ ≡ ν for all u ∈ V (G) and every α ∈ H has size 2 and for all {u, v} ∈ H we have ψ u,v (i, j) = a i,j for some matrix A of size 2 then we get Z(G) = Z(G; A, ν). (6.27) where (x∧y) i = min(x i , y i ) and (x∨y) i = max(x i , y i ). Similarly, A function f : {0, 1} n → R ≥0 is log-submodular if for all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n we have
It turns out that if a function f admits a log-spermodular factorization then the function f itself is log-supermodular. In the graph case when all α has size 2 then it simply means that the matrices of size 2 × 2 corresponding to ψ α have positive determinants.
Finally, in this more general setting we need to consider the k-lift of the function f arising in the form 6.25. Let us consider k copies of each vertex i and let us consider k-lifts α 1 , . . . , α k of α as follows: each α i contains exactly one copy of vertex u for all u ∈ α. The collection of these new α i 's will be denoted by H k , the vertex set will be denoted by V k . Let ψ α 1 = ψ α 2 = · · · = ψ α k , and φ v ′ = φ v for each copy v ′ of the vertex v. Let H be the corresponding graphical model. We will refer to it as the k-lift of G.
With all this preparation we are ready to phrase Ruozzi's theorem [26] .
If we choose all ψ u,v = A Is(β) for all (u, v) ∈ E(G) and β > 0 then it immediately implies that for any k-lift H of G we have
With a little trick Ruozzi was also able to use his theorem to prove that for a bipartite graph G and its k-lift H we have
Finally, for the Potts-model partition function he proved in [27] that for any graph G and its k-lift H we have
for q ≥ 1, w ≥ 0. Just like in our proof Ruozzi switched to the edge set of the graph G to use a variant of his theorem. Theorem 6.3 is very powerful, we will come back to its applications in Section 8. Here we give a variant of Ruozzi's theorem for 2-lifts which does not require log-supermodular factorization, only log-supermodularity and whose proof is simpler. Unfortunately, this proof only works for 2-lifts.
log-supermodular function, and it is the partition function of the graphical model G = (V, H). Then for any 2-cover
Proof. Let u be a vertex of G, and let u ′ be its pair in the lifts G ∪ G and H. For i, j ∈ {0, 1} 2 consider the following quantities:
Note that Z 00 (G ∪ G), Z 11 (G ∪ G), Z 00 (H), Z 11 (H) can be considered as the partition function of 2-lifts of G − u by simply replacing those α which contains u by α − u and defining ψ α−u (x α−u ) to be ψ α (x α ), where x u is replaced by i according to which Z ii we consider. By induction we get that
On the other hand, we have
This is true since if g is a log-supermodular function on {0, 1} n then for any k ≤ n the function h : {0, 1} k → R defined as follows
is also log-supermodular. Hence
2 we are done.
Remark 6.5. N. Ruozzi informed us (personal communication) that his result (and also the above theorem) implies many results in this paper, in particular Theorem 1.12, since many homomorphism functions can be reduced to a log-supermodular function with a clever trick. We do not detail this trick since N. Ruozzi may wish to publish his idea in a forthcoming paper.
Zhao's and Sernau's ideas
In this section we relate our work with some previous work, most notably due to Y. Zhao and L. Sernau.
7.1. Bipartite swapping target graphs. In this section we clarify what is the connection between our results and the so called bipartite swapping target graphs introduced by Y. Zhao [34] . The definition we use for bipartite swapping target graphs is actually Proposition 4.6 in [34] . Definition 7.1. From a graph H let us define the the graph H bst as follows: V (H bst ) = V (H)×V (H), and there is an edge between (u, v) and
Then we say that H is a bipartite swapping target graph if H bst is bipartite.
Y. Zhao [34] showed that for a bipartite swapping target graph H we have
for any graph G. It is very natural to define the sibling of this concept. Definition 7.2. From a graph H let us define the the graph H abst as follows:
Then we say that H is a adjoint bipartite swapping target graph if H abst is bipartite.
It is not hard to modify Y. Zhao's argument to show that for an adjoint bipartite swapping target graph H we have
for any graph G. Now let A be the adjacency matrix of H, this is a 0−1 matrix as we assume that H is a simple graph possibly with loops. The condition for E(H bst ) saying that "(u,
, but it is 0 in A × at the same entry. Similarly, the condition
, but it is 0 in A = at the same entry. In other words, for the matrix D = 1 2
. Observe that the "diagonal" vertices (u, u) are isolated vertices in both H bst and H abst . This means that the graphs covered by part (b) of Theorem 4.2 are all bipartite swapping target graphs, and the graphs covered by part (a) of Theorem 4.2 are all adjoint bipartite swapping target graphs. Of course, since we also covered matrices not just graphs our result is slightly more general in the sense that it is not clear how to interpret the corresponding concept "bipartite swapping target matrix". Unfortunately, there are graphs which are bipartite swapping target graphs, but are not covered by part (b) of Theorem 4.2. Note that if A is bipartite graph then it is a bipartite swapping target graph, and the corresponding result is trivial:
since if G is not bipartite then hom(G, A) = 0, and if G is bipartite then G ∪ G = G × K 2 and consequently
On the other hand, an inequality of type
for any bipartite graph G and its 2-lift H would be very non-trivial statement. One might naively hope that a simple modification of Y. Zhao's proof works in this more general setting, but it is not true. His proof and also our proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on the idea that if we have a homomorphism of H to a graph A then if we consider the pairs projected to every vertices of the original graph G then we can lift it back to get a homomorphism of G × K 2 (or G ∪ G). Unfortunately, this is not always true even if A is bipartite. Let G = C 4 , the cycle on 4 vertices. Then
Let H = C 8 . Let us consider the following 3-coloring which can be considered as a homomorphism into C 6 . There is no proper lift of it to C 4 ∪ C 4 , but it can be lifted to H = C 8 . Naturally, hom(C 8 , C 6 ) < hom(C 4 ∪ C 4 , C 6 ), but there does not seem to be a natural injection from the set of homomorphisms from C 8 to C 6 to the set of homomorphisms from C 4 ∪ C 4 to C 6 . 7.2. Sernau's ideas. L. Sernau [29] introduced a series of ideas to prove inequalities of type
These ideas were based on various graph transformations. Here we list some of them.
This construction is also called categorical product. (If A 1 and A 2 are matrices then we keep the notation A 1 ⊗A 2 in spite of the fact that two concepts are completely analogous: if A(G) denotes the adjacency matrix of G, then A(G × H) = A(G) ⊗ A(H).)
• Exponentiation H G : its vertices are the maps f : V (G) → V (H) (not necessarily homomorphisms), and
• is the graph obtained from G by adding a loop at each vertex of G.
• ℓ(G) is the induced subgraph of G induced by those vertices which have a loop.
• Sub(G) is the subdivision of G: we subdivide each edge by a new vertex. So the obtained graph is a bipartite graph with |V (G)| + |E(G)| vertices. The following identities are easy, but very useful.
Proof. Part (i) immediately follows from 7.7 and 7.8. To prove part (ii) we need the following observations: (G∪G)×B = (G×B)∪(G×B), where G × B is bipartite since B is bipartite, and if H is a 2-lift of G then H × B is a 2-lift of G × B.
Similarly,
To prove part (iii) we need the following very easy observations: we have Sub(G∪G) = Sub(G) ∪ Sub(G), and if H is a 2-lift of G then Sub(H) is 2-lift of Sub(G). Hence if
At the inequality we used the fact that Sub(G) is a bipartite graph.
We know that A ind ∈ B ⊆ A b so by (ii) we have ℓ(A K 2 ind ) ∈ A. As it was pointed out in [3, 29] we have ℓ(A K 2 ind ) = A WR , so Theorem 1.6 implies Theorem 1.5. We also remark that A = A ind × A ind is not a T P 2 or T N 2 matrix so this matrix was not covered by any of the previous theorems. L. Sernau [29] also showed d-regular graphs and target graph A for which
(One can extend his counter examples to the case d = 3 too.) An analogous problem is the following: is it true that for any graph A and a 2-lift H of G we have
It turns out that the answer is negative. On the other hand, we do not know whether the answer is negative if G is bipartite.
The limit value and Sidorenko's conjecture
In this section we give a very very brief account into the work of A. Dembo, A. Montanari, A. Sly and N. Sun [10, 11, 13, 12, 30, 31] and the work of P. Vontobel [32] .
Following Vontobel [32] , let us consider the following quantity for a graph G.
where the expectation is taken for all k-covers of the graph G. This is called the normalized Bethe-partition function of the graph G. We have seen that Ruozzi proved (cf. [26, 27] ) that in certain cases we have
for all k-lifts of the graph G. This immediately implies that
P. Vontobel proved in [32] that Φ B (G; A, ν) can be defined through an optimization problem on the so-called local marginal polytope of G. The local marginal polytope T (G) is defined as follows. In what follows τ u,v is a probability distribution on [q] 2 for every (u, v) ∈ E(G) and τ u is a probability distribution on [q] for every u ∈ V (G).
where
Finally, let
Now let us consider what happens if we suppose that τ u,v distribution coincides with some distribution h for all edge (u, v) of a d-regular graph G.
Let H be the set of probability distributions on the pairs (i, j), where i, j ∈ [q] such that h(i, j) = h(j, i) for all i, j ∈ [q]. Leth be the one-point marginal of h. Let us fix a non-negative symmetric matrix A and a positive weighting ν. In the rest of this section we assume that A is permissive, i. e., there exists an i ∈ [q] such that a ij > 0 for all
where H is the entropy function:
Alternatively, one can define Φ(A, ν) through the Belief Propagation and Bethe prediction (see Definition 1.3 and 1.5 in [31] ) as follows. For a probability distribution h on [q] one can define the following probability distribution:
Let H * be the set of BP fixed points. For a probability distribution h on [q] let
The connection between the two definitions, 8.10 and 8.13, of Φ(A, ν) is the following. If h maximizes Φ(A, ν; h) then (8.14)
for some h(i) ∈ H * , and normalizing constant S. This way the two definitions lead to the same value Φ d (A, ν), for details see Proposition 1.7 in [12] or Theorem 1.18 in [13] .
A. Dembo, A. Montanari, A. Sly and N. Sun [12] proved that if we take a random d-regular graph G n on n vertices then (8.15) lim
This can be considered as a special case of Vontobel's result applied to one vertex graph with d loops, since the n lifts of this graph are exactly the d-regular graphs.
From the above discussion it is clear that for every d-regular graph G we have
In particular, if we consider the graph K 2 (d) consisting of two vertices and d parallel edges between them then
Note that the n-lifts of K 2 (d) are the d-regular bipartite graphs on 2n vertices. Let us define
By Jensen's inequality we have
The surprising fact that in many cases it is still true that φ
For instance, it was proved by A. Dembo and A. Montanari [10, 11] that if (G i ) is a sequence of d-regular graphs with g(G i ) → ∞, A = A Is(β) , ν B = (e B , e −B ) then we have
if β ≥ 0. Combining it with Theorem 1.12 we immediately get that φ 
for all λ ≥ 0. Combining it with Theorem 1.13 this again shows that φ
8.1. Sidorenko's conjecture. Sidorenko's conjecture states that for a bipartite graph G and a graph A on q vertices we have
.
Clearly, the natural weighted version for a pair (A, ν) is
If G is d-regular this is equivalent with the inequality
One can check that
, the Kullback-Leibler distance of probability distributions p and q, this is always a non-negative quantity.
8.2.
Case study: the number of independent sets. As before let A = A ind and ν = (1, λ). In this case only distributions h with h 22 = 0 can maximize Φ(A, ν; h). A natural parametrization is h 12 = h 21 = α and h 11 = 1 − 2α. Thenh 1 = 1 − α andh 2 = α. A small computation shows that the maximizing α satisfies
and with this α we have
Hence combining it with Theorem 1.6 we have the following theorem. This theorem also follows from a result of the paper [26] .
Theorem 8.1. For any λ ≥ 0 let α be the unique solution of
denotes the number of independent sets of size k in the graph G. Then we have 
It turns out (see [10, 11] ) that when β ≥ 0 and
where θ = tanh(β) and h * is the largest solution of the equation
Note that this formula is valid even if B = 0. Combining it with our Theorem 4.2 we get that for any graph G we have
It might be more enlightening just to write out Sidorenko's inequality in this case: 
exists when q is an integer, w ≥ 0 and d is even, see [12, 13] . Let us mention that the conjectured proper limes infimum is already established in [13] , and of course, it is enough for the applications. Instead of giving the exact form of the limit we note that Sidorenko's conjecture is trivial in the case q ≥ 1, w ≥ 0. Indeed, it asserts that
Note that for any subset
Clearly, this means that if
. Note that there is another trivial lower bound for Z(G, q, w):
This shows that for a d-regular graph G we have Z(G, q, w)
8.5. Non-regular graphs and Benjamini-Schramm convergence. Since in the applications of 2-lifts we never used the regularity of the graph, it is possible to use the ideas of this paper for non-regular graphs. For matchings of non-regular graphs such a program was carried out M. Lelarge [19] . Note that it is still possible to construct for every graph G a sequence of graphs
Then it is a natural question whether there is a limit object in this case too like T d . The answer is yes: it is the universal cover tree of G, more precisely the universal cover tree with the uniform distribution of the lifts of the vertices of the original graph as a root. To make this statement precise we recall the definition of Benjamini-Schramm convergence and random rooted graphs (unimodular random graphs).
Definition 8.2. Let L be a probability distribution on (infinite) connected rooted graphs; we will call L a random rooted graph. For a finite connected rooted graph α and a positive integer r, let P(L, α, r) be the probability that the r-ball centered at a random root vertex chosen from the distribution L is isomorphic to α. For a finite graph G, a finite connected rooted graph α and a positive integer r, let P(G, α, r) be the probability that the r-ball centered at a uniform random vertex of G is isomorphic to α.
We say that a bounded-degree graph sequence (G i ) is Benjamini-Schramm convergent if for all finite rooted graphs α and r > 0, the probabilities P(G i , α, r) converge. Furthermore, we say that (G i ) Benjamini-Schramm converges to L, if for all positive integers r and finite rooted graphs α, P(G i , α, r) → P(L, α, r).
The Benjamini-Schramm convergence is also called local convergence as it primarily grasps the local structure of the graphs (G i ).
Not every random rooted graph can be the limit of finite graphs. There is an extra condition called unimodularity, for details see [21] . From the definition of BenjaminiSchramm convergence it is quite straightforward to see that a sequence (G i ) of lifts of G with g(G i ) → ∞ converges to the universal cover tree of G, see also [19] . Fortunately, in many notable cases A. Dembo, A. Montanari and N. Sun [13] established the limit theorem even in the non-regular setting. In fact, they proved a much more general theorem covering sequences converging to unimodular random trees. for every d-regular graph G. It might occur very easily that there is no direct connection between these inequalities, but both of them are governed by certain correlation inequalities. In Section 6 we have seen that the FKG-inequality implies a positive correlation for the ferromagnetic Potts-model which in turn implies an inequality for 2-lifts. This is also a case where it is conjectured that K d+1 is the maximizing graph and it is proved for d = 3, see [9] . Another example for this phenomenon is the case of WidomRowlinson configurations where both the inequality hom(G ∪ G, A WR ) ≥ hom(H, A WR ), and the extremality of K d+1 hold true. Here we can also observe a certain positive correlation. For the independent sets we have negative correlation and inequality of type hom(H, A) ≤ hom(G × K 2 , A), and the latter implies that the extremality of K d,d holds true. A possible intuition which may explain these phenomenons is the following: positive correlation implies that short cycles increases the number of homomorphisms, and negative correlation implies that short odd cycles decreases and short even cycles increases the number of homomorphisms. The most beautiful manifestation of this phenomenon is again the number of independent sets: if we want to minimize them then we have to have a lot of triangles in the graph, this suggests K d+1 (true! see [7] ). if we want to maximize them then we have to have a lot of 4-cycles, but no triangles in the graph, this suggests K d,d (true! see [18, 33] ). For bipartite graphs we can only only prohibit short cycles, because it won't contain odd cycles, this suggests T d (true!, this paper). If we want to minimize the number of independent sets in triangle-free graphs we have to find a graph without triangles and 4-cycles, but with many 5-cyles. For d = 3 a natural candidate is the Petersen-graph. This is exactly the result of Perarnau and Perkins [25] . Finally, if we want to maximize the number of independent sets with girth at least 5 then we have to find a graph without 4 and 5-cycles, but with many 6-cyles. For d = 3 a natural candidate is the Heawood-graph. This is exactly another result of Perarnau and Perkins [25] . The author would not be surprised that if we want to minimize the number of independent sets with constraint girth at least 6 then the Coxeter-graph would be the minimizer, and if we want to maximize the number of independent sets with constraint girth at least 7 then the Tutte-Coxeter-graph would be the maximizer.
In this paper we were primarily interested in graph homomorphisms, but one can study other graph parameters with this method, for instance, the number of spanning trees or forests or other evaluations of the Tutte-polynomial. For the number of spanning trees τ (G), B. Mckay [24] proved that for a d-regular graph G on n vertices we have
With a slight modification of the method this problem can be handled with 2-lifts, but we will get a weaker subexponential term. One might try to prove that τ (H) ≥ τ (G) 
